With this issue we bring to a close our celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the founding of this magazine in 1911. Originally an annual called Studies in English, this journal, like many in the early years of the last century, published monographs by its own university's faculty. By 1924, while still an annual, it had evolved into publishing multiple scholarly essays, though again mainly by University of Texas faculty. The twentyfirst-century version of Texas Studies in Literature and Language, is, of course, published quarterly and has both an international advisory board and an international roster of authors; it is also one of only a handful of journals still extant whose purview is not limited to a special period (such as Romanticism or American literature), genre (such as the novel), or theme (such as gender studies).
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With this issue we bring to a close our celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the founding of this magazine in 1911. Originally an annual called Studies in English, this journal, like many in the early years of the last century, published monographs by its own university's faculty. By 1924, while still an annual, it had evolved into publishing multiple scholarly essays, though again mainly by University of Texas faculty. The twentyfirst-century version of Texas Studies in Literature and Language, is, of course, published quarterly and has both an international advisory board and an international roster of authors; it is also one of only a handful of journals still extant whose purview is not limited to a special period (such as Romanticism or American literature), genre (such as the novel), or theme (such as gender studies).
In the spirit of celebration in this centennial year, our first three issues have made several gestures toward this history. Nevertheless, one of these gestures was occasioned by a circumstance we wish had not occurred. Our second issue of volume 54 is entirely devoted to a monograph entitled "The Nothing That Is": Representations of Nature in American Writing, written by our late colleague at the university and longtime editor of TSLL, Tony Hilfer. Tony died in an automobile accident about a month before his scheduled retirement, as he was driving to a dissertation defense; he left behind a virtually completed manuscript, the scope of which his working title seriously understates. The primary focus of this work is eco-criticism, and he discusses the role of negative spaces in depictions of the sublime in a variety of genres, from philosophy and poetry to short story and film. It is a significant final work by a distinguished Americanist, and we felt that the hundredth anniversary of the journal Tony loved was an appropriate place for it.
Two other special issues of volume 54 also directly involved University of Texas English Department faculty, although as editors, not as contributors. These two issues arose in conjunction with programs organized under the auspices of the English Department's newly created Texas Institute for Literary and Textual Studies (TILTS). The first, 54.1, "Literature and Religious Conflict in the English Renaissance," is edited by Wayne A. Rebhorn and Frank Whigham. Although most of the essays focus specifically on literature, several others, in keeping with the TILTS topic as well as with TSLL's historically broad construing of the term, speak of larger social, political, and philosophical issues pertaining to both religion and conflict. We were very pleased to make this first TILTS the subject of the first issue of the centennial year.
The other special issue, 54.3, takes the second key word in the TSLL title, "language," in an innovative and timely direction. Historically, the great majority of language essays in TSLL have been centered on how language functions within a literary context. "Linguistics and Literary Study: Computation and Convergence," edited by Matt Cohen and Lars Hinrichs, takes us into the realm of digital humanities and the uses of linguistic computational analysis with implications far beyond strictly literary applications. Again, this issue seemed especially appropriate for a journal looking to begin a new century of publication. Now in this the final issue of volume 54, we are taking TSLL, at least on this one occasion, into radically new territory. Virtually all our hundredyear history has been devoted to English, American, and Anglophone literature and language. But 54.4 turns to a geographical space, Turkey, and to a literature, ranging from late Ottoman to contemporary Turkish letters, that is not even in the English language. Five essays are included here that are critical assessments of modern Turkish literature and culture, touching importantly on the ways in which the experience of Turkey has shaped the imaginations of English-language writers such as that impresario of avant-garde politics, Edouard Roditi, and that apparently dyedin-the-wool, Midwestern-cum-Idahoan-cum-Floridian, American writer Ernest Hemingway. Two essays are about important Turkish writers who have been mostly well served by English translations: the first, Nobel Laureate Orhan Pamuk's My Name Is Red, is justly acclaimed both as novel and as translation; the second is probably, outside Pamuk's oeuvre, the next most well-known piece of Turkish fiction: Kemal's Memed, My Hawk (translated by the aforementioned Roditi). And we also are especially pleased to include in this issue a provocative essay on the fictional representation of non-Muslim prostitutes and their Ottoman (i.e., Muslim) clients in early Turkish novels.
But this issue also includes translations of some important modern The Cunda Workshop is to promote the translation of Turkish literature in English and other European languages, and the method, originally espoused by its founder, Saliha Paker, is collaborative, uniting the expertise of native speakers and scholars with those-even those who do not know this "difficult" language, Turkish-who aspire to create translations of exceptional literary merit. We are deeply grateful to The Cunda Workshop and its participants for letting us publish their collective work.
And now, as we conclude our hundredth anniversary, we prepare for volume 55 of TSLL, marking fifty-five years of continuous publication by the University of Texas Press. The press supports a number of scholarly publications, some quite specialized, some rather sexy. We are not sure where TSLL fits in this prism, but it is safe to say that without the press's more-than-half-century-long affiliation with our enterprise, I would not be writing this introduction. So, may I thank, warmly and personally, the directors of the press with whom I have worked, Joanna Hitchcock and Dave Hamrick, and the brilliantly precise but equally patient and generous production staff overseen by Journals Manager Sue Hausmann. With you on our side, we look forward.
The University of Texas at Austin Austin, Texas
Sevgi Soysal (b. 1936, Istanbul) grew up in Ankara with her father, an architect-bureaucrat originally from Salonica, and her German mother. Masterful critiques of social injustice, gender inequality, and militarism, Sevgi Soysal's fiction and nonfiction alike have duly become modern classics of Turkish literature. Among Soysal's best-known works are Tante Rosa, a witty, insightful novella of interconnected stories; Yürümek (To Walk), a novel addressing male-female relationships and the issue of marriage, which was banned upon charges of obscenity; and Yenişehir'de Bir Öğle Vakti (Noontime in Yenişehir), which won Soysal the prestigious Orhan Kemal Award for Best Novel of 1974. In her collection of short stories, Barış Adlı Çocuk (A Child Named Peace), Soysal describes with great literary aplomb the social and political changes during her time, often based upon keen observations of her personal experiences. Soysal was diagnosed with cancer, which resulted in her death on 22 November 1976.
Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar is one of the leading Turkish writers of the twentieth century. He was born in Istanbul in 1901, and his family moved about quite a bit since his father was a judge. His youth was spent in Sinop, Diirt, Kirkuk, and Anatalya, and he later taught in Konya and Ankara. For four turbulent years , he served in the Turkish National Assembly. 
